Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION  =/\==/\==/\==/\=

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
:::enters cave/hangar::::: aide: Oh its Lovely...................

Ens-Louis says:
:: At Science station attempting to penetrate the planet surface with sensors ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&Aide; have you masked our location as planned

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: walking into engineering with Orange Juice ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor... the Dampening field and signal scrabler are in place.

CO_Taylor says:
::on Bridge, in the Big Chair::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Power Levels are at optimum... even after the few thousand years its been down here.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@Aide: excellent ::wiggles fingers together::::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: how about the special features? are they functining?

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: sits down in engineer's chair and starts a diagnostic to get a fresh start ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> We just got inside.. our Xenolinguists managed to decipher the locking mechanism.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Sits at conn::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: eating a granola bar, checking systems ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@Aide; i think ive researched it let me look........

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> It appears so.. we tested the anti-grav thrusters earlier.. they worked.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Are you able to restore the transport lock on Kolasavani?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> This way... ::Heads for relic's ramp::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::almost forgot his order...::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::enters relic:::::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I am still unable to penetrate the surface. However, I am beginning to register an 
unidentified power source.

CO_Taylor says:
      Louis: Location?

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: finishes granola, and gets diag results. A.O.K. ::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: originating below the surface.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Below? Can you be more specific?

XO_Nim_Ber beams down with K'Tarn (transporter.wav)

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> As you can see... everything is working.

XO_Nim_Ber ::takes out tricorder (TRIC.wav)

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: i see. :::;eyes glimmer:::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: looks at engine read outs, watching EPS doing a flip in power, then a handstand and a slight hop ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmm a dampening field is being generated::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::;sits down in the lead seat::::

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Keep me informed of what's going on down there

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: The originating point is beneath the 2 meter mark. I cannot penetrate past whatever is past that level.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Keep on it. What kind of power source is it?

Ens-Louis says:
<at that level>

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Takes Seat to the right of Kolasavani::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
*CO*: aye, We're picking up a dampening field here, trying to localize, see if Louis can help out

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Power source is of unknown origin. I am continuting my scans.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Keeping the ship in High Orbit::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::begins to power up::::

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Ensign Louis is working in it right now.

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Take the ship to a lower orbit, maybe our sensors will be more effective.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: walks over to the main reactor ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'Tarn: lets make a circle around the field and see if we can get a better view of what is going 
on

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Are we going to test the engines?

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@Aide: we shall now take what is ours!.. we shall start a power evalustionadn then start

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Aye sir... lowering ship to lower orbit ::Brings ship to lower orbit::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: what is that Federation ship doing now?

Ens-Louis says:
:: As the ship lowers orbit, sensors begin to localize the power source ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes, Doctor.  ::Begins tentatively running what are supposed to be tests::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@<K'tarn> Ber: aye sir, we'll spread out and see if we can make heads or tails of this

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Checks sensor readout::  Moving into a lower orbit.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::checking all power and arm funtions::::::

CO_Taylor says:
::fidgets in chair, wanting to know what's going on::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:: those fools... lower orbit huh. that will not help them at all

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: sees 2 newbie engineers chatting but not working :: Hans, Greta: Get to work fellas. This isn't like old 20th century AA meetings. Now move along. :: smiles ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@::After making a circle, it becomes obvious that a large rock in the middle of the circle must be an entrance::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Doctor we also figured out the entrance and exit system for this cathedral.

CO_Taylor says:
::goes over latest duty roster to pass the time::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: im now checking the stealth capabilities

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::checks readout:: Stealth is working.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: wonders if the RR door is working again ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::starts engine and then tries out the stealth features:::::

CO_Taylor says:
::tosses PADD aside, disgusted::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide; chart naviagation out of here........

CO_Taylor says:
::gets up, begins to pace the Bridge::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I can localize the source, yet I still cannot penetrate the surface.

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@CO: Sir, we have made the circle, it has become apparant that a large rock in the circle must 
be a door, I'm placing my tricorder on it so, Louis can get a better reading of where it is

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Give the coordinates to the Away Team

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor.

Ens-Louis :: Getting really frustrated, I am tapping the board's buttons heavily :: Captain: Aye, sir... coordinates begin sent now. (~.wav)

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Excellent Commander. Louis has some coordinates of a power source he is detecting. It is localized beneath the surface.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: this is the first day of our revenge and exploitation

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::;relic begins moving out of the "hangar":::::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: watches engine readings, falling asleep, notices the readings sorta hyponotize people ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*Louis* : is it in the vicinity of the tricorder readings?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor.  Hangar doors opening.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: gets up and walks away to the pool table ::

Ens-Louis says:
*Commander* You will find the readings nearly identical.

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR ALERT: The surface above the Archaelogical dig begins to dip out of phase.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: the controls are just how i simulated..... the books were right

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO*:We don't have enough power to blast our way into the rock, can you?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Doors and Base Phase is activated and open.  We are ready to take off.

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I have a phase shift in the vicinity of that power source!

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmm, whats this?::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: lets begin! : leaves hangar::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@ALL: STAND BACK, take cover, something is  going on, my tric is reading a phase shift!

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Smiling idiotically::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I am trying to compensate for the shift so sensors can maintain lock on the away team.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::leaves and initiates stealth capabilities once out of the atmospshere::::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Phase shift?

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR READING: A Unknown Ship was picked up for one second and dissappeared.

CO_Taylor says:
::walks over to Science::

CO_Taylor says:
::looks at readings::

CO_Taylor says:
::frowns::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: What was that?

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Track that, if you can

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* What happenend?

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: At that moment I detected a tachyon emission and another ship. It is no longer being 
registered on sensors.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: checks readings ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO*: We seem to be registering nothing now, Can you blast this rock open, so we can get 
inside?

Host Mark_AGM says:
AWAY TEAM NOTICE:  Ground Waves begin and start to intensify.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Double checks the readings ::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Trying to track the ship::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: lets check out the weapons systems

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Yes, stand back.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Unknown sir

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: notices a slight rise in Hydrogen intake ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR: Spatial Pertubations are registering near the phase change.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Begins to show worry and frustration openly ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO*: we're experiencing tremors down here !

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: checks sensor logs for the last 5 minutes, sees a ship bloop on there, gets an idea ::

CO_Taylor says:
TacGuy: Target these coordinates and fire a low level phaser burst.  ::enters coordinates::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Doctor you were right... this ship is creating resonance in the surrounding area.  Once in space we won't be detected.

CO_Taylor says:
<TacGuy> CO: Yes sir

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Everything okay?

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@ALL: stand clear, here we go !

CO_Taylor says:
<TacGuy> ::targeting coordinates::  CO: Ready to fire

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
*CO*I had a sudden rise in Hydrogen intake, and judging by sensor logs, the "ship

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Are you ready, Commander?

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: There is something on the sensors near where I registerd the phase shift... I need to 
get these damn sensors coordinated to the correct frequency!

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
*CO*we saw let off a Hydrogen shockwabe

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
<wave even>

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO* Ready, sir, we're clear

CO_Taylor says:
TacGuy: Fire when ready

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Alert!  Romulan Warbird approaching!

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Captain, there's a Romulan Warbird coming this way

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Doctor... ::Looks at the giddy looking Doctor::

CO_Taylor says:
All: Red Alert, raise shields

Ens-Louis says:
:: Really getting shaken by the events now ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: excellent   ::;wiggles fingers::::

Ens-Louis says:
:: Doesn't even hear the klaxon ::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: hears the Red Alert klaxons, guesses that the ship is hostile ::

Ens-Louis says:
*Commander* Be alert, a Warbird has entered the system.

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Input evasive maneuvers, but don't implement them unless I tell you to.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::getting his hand all over the console::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO: We're reading tachyon buildup, but the frequency isn't exactly Romulan, whats going on 
up there?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Shall move into High... Doctor.. Romulan Warbird headed this way.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: prepare to fire on thre Romulan ship....

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* We've got a visitor up here, Romulan Warbird. We're not sure of the intensions yet, shields are up. That phaser burst will have to wait a minute

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Doctor... we don't even know what the weapon will do.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: use the arm weapons. aim for the engineering

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::input evasive maneuvers settings::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide; damnit i will try. its romualns 

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Plots course to Warbird and arms Weapons::  Weapons armed.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Gets the sensors in line with the phase shift and begins to start sensor sweeps ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::: aims the arm weapons at the romulan ship:::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: gets an idea of how to detect a cloaked romulan warbird, begins sotring extra hydrogen ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@Aide: FIRE! let them know the wrath

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Firing..

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::: going to cloak:::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<frtiz>::at tac::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::on the planet

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: how did the weapon fair........

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSORS:  SUDDENLY A SMALLISH SHIP(DEFIANT SIZE) "APPEARS" FIRES SOME KIND OF WEAPON AT THE WARBIRD

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I am detecting weapons fire originating from within the cave.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Within?

Host Mark_AGM says:
WARBIRD DAMAGE:  All Systems go offline except Life Support.

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Direct hit on the Warbird from an unknown vessel!

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> As expected... All systems disabled.

CO_Taylor says:
TacGuy: Fire those phasers at the surface.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: Sir somehting just fired

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSORS: Ship Dissappears again.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: MUHAHAHAHAHAHAH excellent ::;wiggles fingers:::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>:aye Sir ::fires pahsers::

Ens-Louis says:
:: Clearly confused:: Captain: I am attemting to sort out the information from the sensors...

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: is that federation ship still here?!?!

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: You're dong a fine job ::sits at Science 2 and goes over data::

Host Mark_AGM says:
WARBIRD IS NOW ADRIFT.

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes... its still in orbit.

CO_Taylor says:
::scanning WarBird for damage::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::looking at the BIG screen::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: excellent :::wiggles fingers together:::

CO_Taylor says:
::notes all systems offline but no major damage::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: are those infintiles helping the romulans?

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: There seems to have been a ship originating from the phase shift. Almost as if on 
command.

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Not yet... they are just scanning the Warbird.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: sir the ganyemde has blasted the door

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: if they help them. let me know.........

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@ K'tarn, lets have a look

XO_Nim_Ber says:
ACTION: AT ENTERS CAVE

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::motions to g1::XO: aye sir

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::; setting a drift in space. power minimal ship cloaked::::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::heads into door::

CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Louis::

Host Mark_AGM says:
CAVE DECOR:  Bare Rock... with an open "door" in the ceiling.. and what looks like a ship rack in the center of the cave::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: the paths of space will flow with the blood of the non-believers!

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: The AT has entered the cave. I am attemting to hold the lock on them.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::pulls out tricoder and scan for lifesigns::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Smiles:: 

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Did that blast help you any?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@<fritz>::scans the romulan ship

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide; what is the romulan ship doing?

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO: Wer'e entering the cave. We're leaving two sec by the door to relay out coordinates

CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Very good.

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Drifting... Those Rommies are probably trying vainly to move power from the 
life support system.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide; if they threaten me . i will finish them

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::plays with tricodr and scans again for Lifesigns::

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Can you try to find the route of that mysterious ship based on it's trajectory and heading when it appeared on our sensors?

Ens-Louis says:
:: Thinks the phase shift has something to do with the ship appearing from nowhere, I am attemting to find a common thread in the sensor readings.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::uncloaking:::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: ::Tries:: Unable to comply

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Keep trying

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: something is uncloaking

CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Onscreen

XO_Nim_Ber says:
ACTION: A T COMES TO ANOTHER DOOR

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::fires a torpedoe at the Romulan warbird Engineering section:::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Tries VERY Hard::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: im sick of those romualns. . they have paid now. every romulan shall die!

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Almost getting it::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> ::Smiles::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: they are firing the romulan warbird!!

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@::;turning towards teh Federation ship::::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::puts image on screen::

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Get a sensor reading of that ship

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Adjust course course to face in FRONT of it::

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR: A TORPEDO IS LAUNCHED AND HITS THE WARBIRD'S ENGINEERING SECTION... SHIP GOES UP IN AN EXPLOSION

CO_Taylor says:
::looks at screen::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@:::turning broadside then cloaking then gone::::

CO_Taylor says:
::surprised at the explosion::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
      @K'tarn: what do you make of this door?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> The Warbird is destroyed

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: It's too hard to get any reading now...

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: What kind of weapon did they use?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::looks at door::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: excellent :::wiggles fingers togehter:::

Ens-Louis says:
:: Very frustrated, starts pounding on the board to get sensor reading that I can understand ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide: open channel . all channels

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: it looks like the one we had the ganymede blowup

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: That was a quantum torpedo... standard Star Fleet issue.

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Yes Doctor... ::Opens channels::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::those a count on ship torepdo inv""

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@k'tarn: any ideas how to get thru it?? any readings of a, hmm lock?

Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Please attempt to control your frustration Taking it out on my ship equipment 
will not help you any.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@ALL Listening: Romulans. YOU WILL NOW PAY!!!!!! and anybody that aids them...... you will be destroyed........ 

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::runs tricoder over door::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::takes tricoder readings around looking for the door knob::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Aye sir. :: Still showing frustration with the situation, he lowers his head in 
embarrassement::

Host CO_Taylor says:
::wishes the Counselor were still onboard::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::runs com through computer::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::wonders when his shift is over...::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@aide; what is that federation ship doing now?

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: sleeping in chair wth feet up on desk ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> Scanning... most likely for us.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo; these door apear to work on a infared code that unlocks and opens them

Host Mark_AGM says:
& <ACK>

Host CO_Taylor says:
:;gets up, paces bridge again::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: The quantum torpedo showed standard Star Fleet signature, however it was not SF issue.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
@Aide; This weapon can disable certain functions..... i think we shoudl stop them from traveling at warp speeds

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::falling asleep::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>CO: That was Dr. Kolasavan

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: send your readings up and see if the computer can give us some answers

Host CO_Taylor says:
::walks over to Lowell::

Host CO_Taylor says:
::loudly:: ENSIGN!

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> But Doctor... they didn't do anything.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::uploads reading to ganymede computer::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::turning about and settign course for Fed ship:::::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::worke up with the sound of Captain's foot step::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Doctor... they didn't do anything.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide: no. they havent. but im not going to kill them.... i just cant afford to have followers...

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: YES sir?

Host CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: I'm sorry, Ensign. Am I keeping you up?

Host Mark_AGM says:
@<Aide> .... Yes Doctor... Targeting their Warp Core.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; no. make that comm and transport functions

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: feels the urge to faint ::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Sorry sir... I have not get any sleep since the "fading"...

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Understood... retargeting.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: Sir i getting indecation of a weapons lock!!!

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide: they wont leave the planet with that AT still there

Host CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: If you are unfit for duty, then you are relieved.

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@*CO: We're at a door with somekind of laser opener device.Can Louis determine a 
combination for us with the readings we're sending him?

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
*CO*I'm not feeling to great.... Permission to go to sickbay?

Host CO_Taylor says:
::turns around::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: From that ship?

Ens-Louis says:
:: Begins to calibrate sensor readings with AT readings and starts to see what is contained within 
the phase shift ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::decloaking and firing arm weapon:::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::sigh::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co; Not sure but thats my guess

Host CO_Taylor says:
::wonders why the crew is suddenly sick or tired::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide: they cant talk to each other. that will scare them more than no warp

Host CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Aye Commander, relaying information to Louis now

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR: Ship "appears" and fires strange weapon... Hits Ganymede.  Communication and Transporter suddenly go offline.

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Direct hit Doctor... Comm and Transporters down.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: hears no answer ::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Comm and Transporters are Offline

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: we lost com and transproters

Host CO_Taylor says:
*Franklin* I'd like you to come to the Bridge

Ens-Louis says:
*Commander* A computer link will help determine the combination. I am allocating processing time now. It should take 2.5 minutes to complete.

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: suddenly, everyhting starts to turn black and fade ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; set course for an asteroid belt so we can wait for any romulan that comes loking for their 
lost ship:::::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::taps comm. nothing::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@XO: Sir i have lost the data channel to the gaymede!

Ens-Louis says:
:: Thrown to the floor and stunned ::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
*Taylor*I.....I'm blacki........... :: hits floor, uncouncious ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::checks tricoder::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Yes Doctor... Doctor... I'm detecting another WarBird headed this way.

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'tarn: yes, me too, well, lets start running combinations and see what happens

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: We have half the code

Ens-Louis says:
:: Stands and takes station::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*Sickbay* Medical emergency in Engineering

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&::;laughs evily::: aide: i think any romulan might think that the FED ship blew their commrades up ::MUAHAHHAHAHAHAHHHAHA::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide>  ::Quietly sits::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I have lost communications to the surface. Shields are at 87%, and transporters are down.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: Sir more bad news Lrs picking up another Warbird!

Host CO_Taylor says:
::says nothing, shows no emotion::

ENG_Lt_Franklin says:
:: some engineer drags me to sickbay :

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Get a security detail, go to Engineering and find out what happened to Ens. Franklin

Ens-Louis says:
:: Uncharacteristically begins to show worry in my eyes ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Sets up tricode to beign random code transmission::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: aye sir

Host CO_Taylor says:
::shakes head::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::Heads for engineering::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Belay that. I mean... send a Security detial.. I want you to remain on the bridge

Ens-Louis says:
:: Notices that the original quantum torpedo came directly out of the phase shift :

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'tarn: my tricorder is registering half the laser patterns, keep going, it's working !

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: aye sir but coms down how am i to send them sir?

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&sitting amonst a crude asteroid belt clinging to a large asteroid:::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Trying to do some fixing on the comm::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo:Aye sir.

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Doctor.. the Warbird is just now entering the system.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Transfers OPS and tries to bring the shields back withing tolerance ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
::tries not to show frustration::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::takes the tyac station::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide: our second catch of the day............ follow it

XO_Nim_Ber says:
ACTION: DOOR OPENS

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'tarn: noce going !

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Yes Doctor.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Sorry Captain.. but you breath harder than usual...

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::monitors the Romulan comm::::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::goes throught the door wepaon at the ready::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Can you get transporters and communications back online?

Host CO_Taylor says:
::ignores Lowell::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: The original torpedo came directly out of that Phase Shift, I am working on 
communications now.

Host Mark_AGM says:
INSIDE DOOR: Dark Room with one lit interface console.

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::XO, K'tarn and two sec walk into LARGE carvern with many unknown devices and control panels::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis; Thank you

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: we could us the computer to send message to differnt parts of the ship

Host CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Didn't I relieve you of duty?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: no...

Host CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Fritz::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'tarn: lets take some readings and see what this is first

Host CO_Taylor says:
::looks at Lowell::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Doctor... we are almost within weapons range.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::begins scaning the device::Xo:All ready on it sir

Ens-Louis says:
:: Finds that the bridge is cut off from the rest of the ship's communications and a iso-panel 
needs replacement ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
::WOW::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; aye! har....... they will pay.......

Host CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: If you are to remain on my Bridge, you will remain alert and awake the entire time. I will not warn you again.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Moves to the OPS station and removes the lower panel to re-work the circuit ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: I'm reading this stuff to be at least 10,000 years old !

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co; We could set up montiner in all section of the ship and use the computer to send 
morse code

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: I am getting the same reading::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: Aye...

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::wishes the CO wouldn't be so... rough on the crew::

Ens-Louis says:
:: Gets zapped by a power feed and brings the communications systems back on line ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::readies arm weapon, targeting comm and transport on the Warbird::::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@<SEC>XO: there seems to be some kind of hanger, or landing bay over here, sir

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@SEC: anything there?

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Communications are restored to the rest of the ship, I am attemting to raise the AT.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::decloaks and fires then recloaks::::::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> ::Scans Ganymede:: Doctor... the Fed ship have Communications back up.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::notice a sunden spike on one of the mointers::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide: har!!...... thats no good..........

Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Thank you Ensign

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: see if you can disable the dampening field, it should be our first priority

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR: Warbird is hit with strange weapon... comm and transporters go down.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* Report, Commander?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: One of the  mointers just spiked

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::readies torpedoe aiming at the Bridge fo the warbird::::

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: That blast definitely originated from within that phase shift.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::decloaks and fires::::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>CO: The warbird just lost com

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::notices another spike::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@XO: SIr another spike

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@::tricorder registers phase shifting coming from the panel::

Host Mark_AGM says:
SENSOR: Torpedo launched from the "Dissappearing" Ship hits the Warbird... 
gouging out a bit hole where the Bridge was.

Host CO_Taylor says:
::receives no response from the AT::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: I'm readsing phase shifting, can we disable it?

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&:::cloaks::::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: I think I got Intership comm working...

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<Fritz>CO: sir the warbird been hit on the bridge

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@XO:Maybe

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Scan for damage

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; damage report

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Sensors show that Warbird is adrift with no bridge crew. I am detecting 17 survivors.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Starts playing around with the button and switchs::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Life support?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: Shall i beam the surives on board?

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: Minimal life support, warp core has been shut down.

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> A large portion around the Bridge area was vaporized... power flucuations all 
over the Warbird.

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@<SEC> XO: No ships in that area, sir, but, reading hi energy phase shifting molecules in there, 
like there was just something in there and it took off recently

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; are they helping those Romulans?

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Our transporters are not online yet are they?

Ens-Louis says:
:: Shakes his head in frustration about the transporters ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::Checls Transport status::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
Captain: Intership Commlink are online

Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: As long as they have life support, they are close enough to Romulan territory, I'm sure more Romulans are on their way.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<frtiz>::feels very emabrrased::CO: No sir

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> They are scanning again.. but they can't do much with their Transporters down.

Ens-Louis says:
:: Still working on communications to the surface ::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@Sec: ok, keep looking around see if you can find anyother panels like this one

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; good......... i really couldnt destroy that ship..........

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Doctor... Power Levels are very low.

Host CO_Taylor says:
::paces the Bridge quietly::

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> We need to regenerate before we fire again, otherwise the stealth won't work.

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; aye........ set course for Romulas. warp 2 power donw weapons

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::wishs Jones or K'tarn where here

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: see if you can shut down that panel and the associated power supply to it, maybe that will help us, if we start at the beginning, it might give us a better understanding of how to use it

Ens-Louis says:
Captain: I believe I can modify a probe to align with the phase shift. If it is at the same frequency, it could enter and send data back to the sensors.

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Yes Doctor. ::Does as the Doctor says::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&aide; if we see a place to hide. stop

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::tries to shut down power the panel the xo indcated::XO: aye sir

Host Mark_AGM says:
AT DISCOVERY: One of the Security Guard happens upon a Padd with translations for 
all the consoles

Host Mark_AGM says:
&<Aide> Yes Doctor.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::thinks the CO doesn't like me::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@<SEC> XO: here !!! I found a stranscription PADD!!

XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: look at this, theres a ship out there 5,000 meters from the Ganymede!

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: Yes and thus power spike i was reading must of been it decloaking!

Ens-Louis says:
:: Begins to prepare a probe to enter the anomoly ::

Dr_Kolasavani2 says:
&::;setting course for that small moon on the 5th planet of the Gawnd system setting a med orbit to regain steam::::

XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'tarn: make them visible NOW!

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@XO: Maybe we can find some way to take control of the ship

Ens-Louis says:
:: Still working on communications::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Push lighted button that always glowed when the ship decloaked::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: ::The 3rd times:: THE intership Comm is ONline

Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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